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NO. 16

Coal Combustion ?
It may be that the Longwood
powerplant chipped off more
than it bargained for when it
started a project about three and
one-half weeks ago using
woodchips to fuel inactive coal
burners. The project is what
Longwood's Public Affairs office
quaintily described as a "ray of
hope for the future" but the ray
could be dimmed because the
wood chips are being helped
along with chunks of coal; which,
under EPA standards of air
pollution control could be illegal.
Under current regulations
according to Director of the Air
Pollution Control board, Mr.
Gene Brooks, the Longwood
Power Plant can only use coal in
cases of emergency shutdowns
and with prior notification to the
EPA (i.e. Air Pollution Control
Board). The Longwood Power
Plant has been using coal
regularly to help fire up the wood
chip project.
A number of the workers (who
preferred anominity) have
attacked the project for being too
painstaking and backwards. "It
don't work . . . those boilers
aren't designed for woodchips;
they're designed for coal and
nothing else but coal... We get
these woodchips by the ton (from
local lumber mills such as
Buffalo Shook for $7.00-18.00 a
ton) and we've got to shovel them
in by hand and the stuff is slow
burning — it takes a helluva lot
more sawdust or chips to get the
same number of BTU's as oil or
coal."
The workers help out the slow
burning wood with coal which is
stockpiled in
a
shelter
perpendicular to the power plant.

"Saw dust won't bring up a
sufficient amount of heat... we
have to mix it with coal
sometimes to get the heat back
up."
Mr. Hill and Mr. Armstrong,
who supervise the power plant
contend that it is legal to burn the
coal because of an emergency
shutdown which occurred from
Jan. 17-Jan. 25 in one of the oil
burners at the power plant. Mr.
Hill said that the EPA was
notified on the 17th that
Longwood would start generating
heat with coal because of the
inoperative oil burner. However,
after the 25th when the oil burner
was operative again the use of
coal should have ceased. Said Mr.
Hill "We're not supposed to be
burning it at all." He continued
"They may throw a shovel full to
get the wood hot . . . but that's
all "
Mr. Armstrong, however, said
that the workers use a "shovel
full an hour depending on the
wood." He contended that there
was an EPA regulation which
allowed for the burning of coal for
less than an hour at any given
time without EPA notification.
Mr. Gene Brooks of the Air
Pollution Control Board said he
had never heard of such a
regulation.
Mr. Brooks said "Longwood
was burning coal for years and
when the existing air pollution
control regulations went into
effect (1970) Longwood couldn't
meet them. They won't continue
to burn coal unless they install
the necessary equipment) bag
houses,
electric
static
percipatators)#WUh their existing
air pollution equipment they can
not burn coal."

. r• i

A young worker stokes the power plant's boiler.

President of Business Affairs for Friday, Feb. 18 to discuss the Longwood has not burned coal
Longwood College will be matter and determine if there are under any conditions that are in
Dr. Verna Armstrong, Vice meeting with EPA officials this any violations. She said that violation of EPA regulation.

LED Sign Misled
Observe it against the wall in
the Blackwell Dining Hall, over
the main entrance where the lady
hassles you for an I.D. Is it a
banner? No. The college
administration outlawed banners
because they did not enhance the
attractiveness of the newly
redecorated dining hall.
If you did not notice, last fall,
some measures were taken so
that the dining hall might not be
such a sore spot to the eye. The

floor was waxed and the ceiling
was painted. The tables were
rearranged so not only did the
students get to take a wild guess
at what was an aisle and what
was not, but more students could
eat at one time. And to top it off,
both salad bars were placed in
the middle of the floor so that now
there is one big mob in the middle
of the cafeteria instead of two
little ones on the sides.
Well, the students are pretty

used to getting shafted by Slater,
so those arrangements did not
really get anybody angry but the
removal of the banners was
another story. The ghastly
implications of not being able to
tell each other happy birthday
began to sink in on the student
body and after the ensuing
complaints and editorials and
other actions, many of the
potential banner-hangers were
forced to realize that they Just

might have to grow up.
that class in five days you're
But the SGA was beginning to going to fail" were examples of
realize a more serious problem. information that was necessary
Amidst the announcements of but now had no really effective
"Happy 21st from your sweet way to reach the students.
Is it a campus bulletin*? Come
sisters" and "Alpha Smegma
Omaha welcomes it's new on! Who could see a campus
pledges"
some
relevant bulletin way up there? For those
information of importance to the of you who are really4n the dark,
students was passed to them by campus bulletins have always
banners.
The
different been around, especially in the
organizational meetings and
(Continued on Page 8)
functions and "if you do not drop
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Lancaster Drops

Cl

Old System
In January, the Lancaster
Library at Longwood College
began assigning Library of
Congress classification numbers
to newly-acquired materials.
This system replaces the
previously-used Dewey Decimal
system.
Adopting the Library of
Congress classification will bring
Lancaster Library into the
mainstream of academic library
practice and will thus facilitate
future computer networking
arrangements
and
other
cooperative activities.
In addition, use of the Library
of Congress classification will
allow more efficient processing
of materials, reducing costs
while speeding movement of new
items onto the shelves.
On the library's main floor, the
Dewey holdings have been
compressed to provide space for
separate shelving of the
materials classified by the
Library of Congress scheme. The
shelving designated for the
Library of Congress holdings is at
the back of the South Reading
Room, just beyond the card
catalog. The eventual goal is to
house the older, Dewey-classified
materials on the second floor of
the library and to have only the
newer, Library of Congressclassified materials on the main
floor.
Although Dewey will cease to
be used for new processing
except in the area of children's
literature, the bulk of the existing
collection will remain in the
Dewey classification for the

foreseeable future. Because the
library is undertaking the
conversion with existing staff,
reclassification will occur only
when a new item represents a
later edition, added volume or
additional copy of an item or set
already in the collection. In such
cases the Dewey-labelled
materials will be reclassed to join
the new items on the Library of
Conress shelves.
To accommodate users to the
new system, the library has
posted signs indicating the
location of the Library of
Congress shelves and detailing
the basic arrangement of these
materials. Bookmarks are being
printed to provide users
convenient summaries of the
Library of Congress classes, and
library staff members will offer
special orientation sessions and
assist users on an individual
basis.

Dr. Jo Leslie Sneller, a Longwood English professor (right), recent'y became the first person to
check out a book using the new Library of Congress system at Lancaster Library.

Wine Appreciation
Longwood College's Continuing
Studies program is offering a
non-credit course entitled "A
Workshop in Wine Appreciation,"
beginning March 1 and
continuing through April 26.
The workshop sessions are
scheduled on Tuesdays, from 4:30
to 6 p.m., in the Virginia Room at
Longwood. The registration fee is
$35.
The purpose of this workshop is
to provide a brief introduction to
wine appreciation and the art of

wine tasting. Procedures and
terms used to describe wine will
be discussed and illustrated. The
subtleties found in wine will be
explained by briefly discussing
their sources of entry into the
wine during its production.
Finally, a survey of the major
wine regions of the world will be
discussed.
The workshop will be
conducted by Dr. Patrick G.
Barber, associate professor of
chemistry at Longwood. Dr.

Barber's interest in wine and
wine-making developed during
his graduate studies at Cornell
University in Ithaca, New York.
During this time he traveled to
the wineries of upstate New
York, observed their practices,
and began making his own wine
from their grapes. When he and
his wife moved to Southside
Virginia in 1971, they established
their
own
experimental
wineyard, Schiehallion Vineyard.
For registration information,

contact the Office of Continuing
Studies, Longwood College,
Farmville, Virginia 23901,
telephone
(804)
302-9256.
Enrollment is limited and
restricted to persons over 21
years of age.

Sign Misled?
(Continued from Page 1)
considers it a success. I. B.
Dent, director of the Student
Union had seen this type of a sign
displayed at a meeting he had
previously
attended
and
rendered this information to an
Ad-Hoc for Student Leaders
Committee when he heard that
they were searching to
alternatives to banners in the
dining hall. They are the typed up
sheets with general information
that one would assume nearly
everybody reads but the SGA
thinks not.
After the elimination of
banners, the information was
switched either to the campus
bulletins or the new smoker
where banners are now allowed
but in a much more restricted
manner. It was determined,
though that neither method was
effective enough and the Student
Government went searching for
ideas.
Actually, that thing up there
can roughly be identified as a
digital LED type electronic
display sign, its purpose being to
enhance the exchange of
necessary information among
Longwood students. Its method is
obvious and the SGA currently
(Continued on Page 4)
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ENTERTAINMENT
Kiss Me Goodbye
By FRED W. CAMPBELL
One of the oldest film genres is
that of the ghost story. From 1925
with Lon Chaney's "Phantom of
the Opera" to 1981 and "Ghost
Story," there have been endless
attempts to scare us into sleeping
with the lights on (I can still
remember refusing to sleep in the
dark after seeing Vincent Price
in "The Fall of the House of
Usher"). On some occasions,
these movie spirits have been
conjured up to make us laugh
rather than frighten us; but, too
often these humorous ghost films
are total failures, relying on
corny humor and campy
situations to form a plot that, in
the end, is just as transparent
and vague as its subject. "Kiss
Me Goodbye" (20th Century Fox)
is a rare exception to this rule.
Sally Field stars in the film as

Kate Vilano, wife of the famous
Broadway coreographer Jolly
Vilano, played by James Coan.
As Kate's flashbacks fill in the
story's gaps, we witness Jolly's
tragic death (he takes a drunken
tumble down a flight of stairs at
one of his own celebrations),
Kate's three years as a widow,
and her prospects for a happy life
with her soon-to-be husband
Rupert Baines, played by Beau
Bridges. The humor begins when
Kate moves back into her New
York house, to find that it is
occupied by the ghost of her dead
husband. What follows is a
humorous
array
of
circumstances that one might
expect with a ghost for a
companion.
Director Robert Mulligan does
a more than adequate job of
resisting the temptation to slip

into the common and mundane
techniques that are often
employed in this type of film. His
slow motion flashback scenes are
skillfully constructed and briefly
fulfill their purpose without
boring the audience. He very
cleverly introduces the ghost of
Jolly with such devices as a
dancing
marionette
and
disembodied tap shoes dancing
their way through the house.
Throughout the film, Mulligan
uses techniques such as these to
keep the atmosphere fresh and
lively.
The pinnacle of quality in "Kiss
Me Goodbye" is its screenplay.
Written by Charlie Peters, the
film's dialogue is both humorous
and believable. Peters never
allows the comedy to spill over
(Continued on Page 8)

NOTES
By CHRIS YOUNG
In this age of Mega Metal and
Synthepop, the Stray Cats offer a
very refreshing sound to our tired
ears. What's so ironic about it is
that this refreshing sound isn't
some new super dynamic kind of
music, but rather good old
Rockabilly!
Rockabilly is exactly what it
says: Rock and roll mixed with a
little bit of Hillbilly, a pinch of
salt and viola!, you have it.
Rockabilly is essentially 50's
music.
The country is being swept by a
great 50's revival. Stores are
beginning to resell all of the 50's
styles, some redesigned and
some even original stock. Sock
hops are popping all over the
place, and a favorite at these
hops are the Stray Cats.
Armed with a hollow body

Gibson, a stand up bass, 2 drums,
tattoes, black T-shirts and
bouffant hairdos, the Stray Cats
are storming up the record and
the popularity charts.
Their latest release Built for
Speed has already spawned two
hits. The rebellious "Rock This
Town" and the slinky "Stray Cat
Sturt." If by some chance you
haven't heard either, "Rock" is
vintage 50's style, and "Strut,"
the Cat's anthem, is basically a
bluesy cut.
The Long Island band which
made it big in Europe is finally
getting its deserved popularity. I
must, however, say that Built for
Speed is not the kind of album you
listen to. As funny as that may
sound, it's the truth. If you
happen to buy this album, don't
(Continued on Page8)

The Back Doors: In Retrospect
By JOHN WATTS
Riding the popular crest of the
Doors current renaissance and
fascination with its charismatic
leader, Jim Morrison comes the
logical formation of imitation
bands who attempt to capture the
same style and sound that make
the band's memory seem more in
reach. It's a very altruistic
notion, and a very hardy
exploitive commodity for the
uncreative and weak of
character. The tribute can either
be constructive or destructive,
depending on the attitude of the
band.
At the Jarman Auditorium on
the 4th of February, came the
most intriguing and effective
Doors rendition — the Back
Doors. They have stunned and
stymied audiences throughout
their current tour. Intrigued with
the kind of people that put their
hearts on the line for this kind of
entertainment, I took a paper and
a pen to record adjectives as they
spilled out. It was rather
enjoyable
to
watch
a
performance without
any
preinstilled partialities; simply
to observe.
The opening act, Chris Bliss,
was a standout success in the
jugglers vein, which is exactly
what he went for, as he peppered
his skillful juggling routines with
outrageous anecdotes of humor.
As with any skilled performer,
Bliss had a resourceful feel for
the mood of the crowd; knowing
when to unleash his Don Rickles'
ridicule, suppressed with enough
good vibrations to relieve the
audience rather than arouse
them. This is not to say there
weren't a few uncomfortable
moments. Several local toughs

sneered the act in their hot seats,
pelting him with thoughtless
obscenities, trying to earn pats on
the back from their followers.
Bliss, who came equipped with
a razor sharp wit, countered the
catcalls with
unflappable
aplomb. His juggling left the
appreciative
majority
spellbound, weaving his musical
balls through a choreographed
collection of rock songs. He
brought to life songs from Stevie
Wonder to Eric Clapton. The
spectre that raised me from the
level of casual observer to
involved participant was Bliss's
performance during "The Rock"
an instrumental song by the Who
from
their
rock
opera
"Quadrophenia;" with the
dramatic effect of flash pot and
strob light, Bliss began to take on
the proportion of an entire rock
band all by himself.
After the sustained piano note
of "A Day in the Life" had faded
and the stage had cleared, the
audience was buzzing in
anticipation for the main event. I
could catch bits and pieces of
what other people were saying
around me. "If it's Jim, you'll
know it," a girl whispered. The
intensity was picking up. Only a
legend could satisfy this crowd,
and here they were. The Back
Doors came onstage locked into
careful study of its prototype.
All eyes were scanning at
attention as the Jim Morrison
figure strode to the microphone.
So there goes all the theories, he
was alive and well after a 10-year
hiatus in Africa with Amelia
Earhardt. Such a man could not
be terminated by mere death. 1
didn't hear such speculative
suggestions by the crowd, but

that's what they were thinking.
The intellectual types who
knew the meaning behind the
Doors' songs sat up smartly in
their seats judging through
frowning glasses. The festive
gung ho partiers raised their fists
and tested the flick of their
lighters. Women gaped and
groaned at the spectre of seeing
the uncanny resemblence the
singer had to Morrison.
The vocalist whose actual
name is Jim Hakim, did indeed
capture the auro of Morrison,
down to the way his slender
stature slinked in tight leather
pants. The entire outfit (the band
that is) wore very well. The
drummer, bassist, keyboard and
guitar player adroitly filled the
roles of Krieger, Manzerick and
Densmore, as the quite yippie
sideman.
Not only did the band match the
greatest hits Doors repiotre with
note for note accuracy, they also
had
inventive
extended
instrumental jams.
Jim Hakin obviously had
Morrison's stage moves down
with expertise. His occasional
practice of leaving the stage
highlighted the instrumentals
and isolated the virtuoso
interplay between the eerie
keyboard and guitar flourishes.
He also demonstrated the
unpredictable onstage behavior
of Morrison. He evidently wasn't
the smoothest stage mover as
when he executed those frantic
leg spasms, more reminiscent of
a Tennessee dogger. There were
also a few lapses when his
leaning on the microphone stance
reminded me more of Johny
Ramone of the Ramones than
Morrison. But that was probably

just me.
Actually it was amazing how
Hakim
commanded
the
complexity
of
Morrison's
enigmatic personality.
Fortunately to soothe the
suspense of the crowd, Hakim
would bring back remnants of
reality to remind audiences that
he wasn't the only Jim that
mattered. "I'm not the Lizard
King, but I can do anything."
Such statements bring a graceful
execution to the covering of
Morrison's material.
All the songs bounced off in
good fashion as Hakim's vocal
delivery hit all the ranges and
contained
richness
and
expression. I wonder if
Morrison's voice even remained
as consistent and clear in the old
Doors' concerts. But then again,
Morrison had more freedom
since he was just being himself,
while Hakim is in a straitjacket
from the unique role he's trying
to play.
Hakim used pauses between
songs to give dramatic recitals of
Morrison's prose. He uses such
imagery as "swallow our skulls
with our pupils" and "the ghost
ships loom as the shadow sweeps
towards us." Personally I'd
rather listen to the prose of Yoko
Ono or Muhammad Ali. Yet that
is where the elusive mystery of
the man is contained, more so
than in the lyrics of the songs.
I saw the convincing ability
that Hakim had on the audience
in the middle part of "Touch
Me." During the emotionally
lilting voice of Morrison'?
enamored singing "Now I'm
Gonna Love You til the Heavens
Start to Rise," I could see several
women gaze at the singer as if it

was an intimate announcement.
Their boyfriends nudged them to
show that they were still there.
Moments later Hakim would
begin stalking around the stage
with a truculent tension, showing
the angelic-tyrant contradiction
of Morrison's presence. By the
last song "The End," a wave of
clouds curled out into the
audience locking them into
Morrison's prophetic gloom.
At the conclusion of the concert
every one had gathered in their
wondering imagination and
straightened their ties back to
reality. Although no musical
ground was broken or a new
branch of New Wave sprouted,
people appreciated it in the same
fashion that a musical is
appreciated and the actors are
praised for their role playing.
Still I had an empty feeling that
went out of the auditorium with
me; that of being present at a
pleasant dream, intoxicating and
appealing, but which evaporates
upon close inspection. To me it's
an uneasy phenomenon to see
rock and roll stagnate to a
sentimentalized state of long
running Broadway
extravaganzas. Like a new drug
use, I guess it will take years to
determine whether such ventures
will be dangerous to the health of
rock and roll. Yet the Doors
music seems to have held up best
in the elusive, ethereal light of
post-mortem adulation. Clearly
the report transmitted from the
crowd showed that they were
more than willing to go along for
the ride. To them the Back Doors
had left a vivid commerative
stamp for all to remember.
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Y'all probably wondering just
what the heck a fella like me is
doing writuV an editorial. WeU, it
isn't easy, let me tell you. I
stayed up most all of last night
thinkin' of the different things I
was going to say and just didn't
know how I was going to say
them.
You see Joe — the real editor —
though I gotta say — just between
you and me the fella ain't got that
much on the ball — but I can't say
much more than that; because
it's a possibility that he might
start censoring and editing out all
the important things I have to
say, just because I give him a
little rap now and then. Anyways
Joe and me were sitting around
drinking Budweiser when he says
to me, "Eddie, you know what?"
and I wanted to know, so I said
'What?" He says "Eddie, I don't
let anybody else ever have a
chance at this editorial business,
and I'm getting pretty sick of it,
so (I put this "so" in, because it
really doesn't make too much
sense without it) why don't you
write the next editorial."
Well I mean to tell you, I was
just bustin' at the seams to take a
shot at it. I mean, I don't even go
to college, and here was Joe
askin' me to write an editorial. I
guess he finally figured out it
ain't so much book sense that
counts as common sense, as I've
been trying to get across to him
all these years.
So, anyways I stayed up all last
night and didn't even drink or go
to this party I was invited to down
on High Street, and I wrote this
thing up which starts out with
these words —
"Ladies and gentlemen of
Longwood College" and I thought
they were right nice words but
didn't know exactly what to put
after them, so I decided to read
up a little just to see what other
folks have to say.
Well, I was just huntin' around
my house, lookin' in a magazine
rack which my Dad — a very
good American, my Dad — keeps
chock full of VFW magazines and
"National Geographies" and

Guest Editorial
Reader's Digest, and a few other
magazines which have more
pictures than words to them.
When I found this U.S. News
World Report — "the only news
magazine devoted entirely to
national and international
affairs" and well, I mean to tell
you I got all hot inside because
that was exactly what I was
lookin' for. Something that would
let you form an opinion on
decisive issues and things.
The cover of it was really swell
— made you feel proud somehow
— and had these three fellas an'
one of them might have been
black. I'm not sure though
because he was in the
background. Anyways it had
these three fellas all done out
with U.S. gas masks and U. S. Nile's and U.S. camouflage helmets
and it was really pretty because
in the background the sun was all
orange and fiery and there was
this tall shiny missile which was
probably what they called
nuclear sticking up in the
Background.
I knew right then and there that
I'd write about those guys in the
U.S. Army and how they deserve
a lot of credit for what they were
doing. So I wrote these words
"The U. S. Army is one of the best
armies in the whole world,"
which sort of made me feel good
to say 'cause my Dad was in the
Army and he fought in the Big
One which stopped most all the
evil in the world, except maybe
communism, but you couldn't
expect them to do everything.
And I figured it was up to us to
stop the rest of the evil in the
world so I wrote right after that,
these words, "The U. S. Army
will wipe communism right off
the face of the earth."
Well that was real fine I
thought, but I wanted to say
something very important and I
didn't know exactly what it was,
like when you've got an idea on

Sign
By EDDIE HOLLANDER

the tip of your tongue and just
can't for the life of you spit it out.
Well that's how I felt. So I figured
I'd just open it up and read what
was inside first to get some ideas
to work with and stuff.
I opened it up to page 23 which
is where the important story
about the Army was, and got a
real shocker. It had this great
picture with these fellas in the
Army all painted in green and
black and the one fella had the
muzzle of an M-16 pointed right at
you. But what was really
frightening leastwise, I think, so
was the white lettering over the
picture "Ready for Action - Or
Are They?" And then it had
written underneath the picture
these words "After a decade of
demoralization, the armed forces
have been rebuilt into the best
ever in peacetime. The challenge
now is to sustain the trend — with
a budget under attack!" Well, the
article was right dry; but I read
most of it and got the gist of what
was being said and I'll tell y'all it
wasn't none too good. Seems our
President — Mr. Ronald Reagan
— is trying to help out the U.S.
military best way he can, by
giving them money, and I think
that's damned admirable,
because I know I always give
something to those Salvation
Army
folks
around
Christmastime, and it ain't like a
handout - those folks really need
the money. So anyway, the
president of the U.S.A. was being
really downright heroic by giving
the U. S. Army a lot of money and
these Indian givers in the
Congress wanted to take it back,
which I think is damned awful if
you ask me. So I crossed out the
first words of my editorial and I
wrote, "The U. S. Army will wipe
communism right off the face of
the earth if you give it a chance."
Then I wrote these words after
that, "Everybody at Longwood
College should help the U. S.

Army get better so it can wipe
communism right off the face of
the earth. Then I thought about
it for a second and tried to figure
out what Longwood could do to
help the U. S. Army get better.
and
I
wrote
this
'Everybody should stop eating for
one day and give the money to
Mr. Ronald Reagan, President of
the U.S.A., so he can give the
money to the U. S. Army, so it can
wipe communism right off the
face of the earth." But I didn't
think it would be enough
money cause Congress might just
hog it all. So I wrote these words,
"Everybody should stop eating
for two days and work part-time
at restaurants, and give up that
communist-sociological financial
aid stuff, and give all that money
directly to the Great President of
the U.S.A., Mr. Ronald Reagan,
so he can give it to the U. S.
Army, so it can wipe communism
off the face of the earth!" And I
mean to tell you, I was really hot
when I wrote those words 'cause I
can think of nothing worse than
the good ol' U.S.A. without a lot of
big guns and healthy young blueeyed boys ready to get them
nasty ol' communists. Yes sir,
and I admire Mr. Reagan for
having what Joe would call a
good "attitude" — You know
seeing things the way they are. If
you ask me, he's just like the
Lone Ranger or something, ready
to ride into town and shoot it up
with the bad guys, and that's
really American, if you ask me.
That's what Mr. Reagan is — A
True Blue American, so I wrote
these last words in my editorial,
just to sort of wrap it up,
"Everybody give everything to
the Great Mr. Reagan, and keep
America strong." Course I i>aw
that the last part on a U. S
Recruiting poster, but I think it
sounds pretty darn good. Joe
even said it was "symbolic",
whatever that means....

orientation meeting of Longwood
College's Departmental Advisory
Committees. He has been
appointed a member of the
Natural Sciences committee.
He accepted the invitation
because of his association with
Dr. L. Raymond Fawcett,
director of Longwood's physics
and pre-engineering program.
Dr. Fawcett, who has spent his
past two summers as a visiting
staff member at the Los Alamos
facility, is one of 15 physicists
who are working on an
experiment to determine the
precise yield of a nuclear
explosion.
Dr. Bergen, 51, who grew up on
a farm in western Kansas, is in
charge of nuclear weapons
development at the laboratory.
He has been with Los Alamos
since 19(7.
Should we be scared of nuclear

weapons?
"We should recognize the
dangers, but not so much with
weapons as with the modern
world," he said. "We need a
great deal of interaction between
the major powers (to avoid
conflict). We should be interested
in the overall quality of life, in
this country and in other
countries. If we break our
relationships with the people of
other nations, or fail to build
those relationships, the world is
in grave danger."
"We should see the folly of
resolving our differences by
force," he added.
The best way to ease nuclear
race-related tensions, said Dr.
Bergen, is to "learn to care about
people. Relationships are built on
a one-on-one basis; not from
books. I think both sides (U.S.
and Soviet Union) should

(Continued on Page 2)
dining hall.
The idea for the sign was then
proposed to the SGA Student
Senate which unanimously
passed the proposal to purchase
such a sign. And with further
assistance from Tom Nanzig the
sign was purchased from North
Star Enterprises Inc. for a
measly $3,199.80. The money
came from the Student Activities
Reserve Funds Committee which
holds leftover m6ney from past
student government endevours.
Three thousand dollars. I'd
scream out the announcements
myself for three thousand
dollars.
Nancy Lang, Chairman of
Communications for the SGA, is
the person who determines what
is displayed by the sign and what
is not. "So far, from students I've
talked to it's been well received,"
she recently said about the sign.
"It's not as messy as the banners
and has made the dining hall look
much nicer. It reaches more
people than the daily bulletin and
it runs pretty much the same."
The only difficulty that Lang
could foresee was if too much
information is fed in to it. But
currently the sign is operating
well under capacity. Brad
Huddleston, a computer math
major, performs the actual
operation of the sign. If a student
wants
to
submit
an
announcement for the sign, it
should be delivered to the Public
Affairs Office and include the
submittors name and phone
number. Any student can submit
messages. "The sign is for all the
students and not just a selected
few," Lang stated.

Three thousand dollars. Three
Grand. You could buy a sound
system and make easy money on
mixers with three grand.
It would seem that the only real
scar still apparent from the
ordeal with the removal of
banners is the shabby way that
recognize the folly of failure."
Both super-powers realize that the administration treated the
a nuclear war would be horrible students. Nobody from the
— and that, perhaps ironically, is administration approached
what prevents one from erupting, anyone from the SGA and politely
he said. "I have no question in my asked if they could outlaw
mind that that's a real deterrent. banners. They probably did not
It's buying us some time so we even give a warning and they
can build relationships."
definitely did not ask any
But, he quickly added, students for their opinions on the
"deterrence is dynamic. Today's matter. And when it came time to
deterrent is not tomorrow's get money for the display sign, in
deterrent. Nevertheless, we must order to solve the problem that
strive until we find a better they
had
created,
the
approach. We can't turn the clock administration did not offer a
back."
dime.
The nature of the Soviet people
Last Thursday, when I was ir
must be taken into account in the dining hall trying to stomach
arms negotiations, according to my Slater and contemplating how
the nuclear physicist. "You have many truckloads of beer three
to remember two things about the thousands dollars could buy for
Soviets: they're paranoid and the student's fee consumption I
they have a losers' Image of heard an announcement on the
themselves. But there are areas
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)

Nuclear Weapon's Designer
Really A Man Of Peace
Dr. Delmar W. Bergen does not
seem like a man who designs
nuclear weapons.
He is a devout Christian who
speaks softly and patiently about
building relationships with the
people of other countries,
interaction among nations and
the quality of life. He eloquently
discusses the devastating effects
of a prolonged nuclear conflict.
And he hopes that the fruits of his
labor wiU never be used.
"My former boss once said that
it would be a good idea if, every
now and then, the national
leaders strtipped down to their
BVD's and felt the heat of a
nuclear explosion," he said.
Dr. Bergen, associate division
leader of the Applied Theoretical
Physics Division at Los Alamos
National Laboratory, in New
Mexico, came to Farmville last
Friday (Jan. 28) to attend an

Misled?
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Who's That Girl?
By JOHNELD. BROWN
Success stories are good for the
heart. And if you're in college,
tales about a graduate finding a
job are especially good for the
heart — and if the particular
graduate is from Longwood, the
good is all the better.
Jackie Knighton graduated
from Longwood in 1980. They say
"you can never go back," but Ms.
Knighton is back at Longwood.
Only this time she's on the other
side of the desk. She's the newest
member of the Sociology faculty.
A professor only three years out
of undergraduate school.
When I asked her for an
interview, she giggled nervously,
"Me? For the paper?" Her story
is special because she's making
it, in light of the crowded job
market, limited opportunities,
and heavy concentration on
technical job skills.
Her office is meticulously neat
— (in sharp contrast with most
professor's scattered stacks and
piles of papers — graded and
ungraded, reference books on
their particular field, and "How-

to" books on communicating with
students, budgeting salaries, and
I is there really life outside of
Farmville?) — which doesn't
seem to lend itself readily to her
laid back philosophies or
appearance. She's a little shy, but
she grows more comfortable with
each class period.
"My main problem is getting
used to playing the role of a
teacher after being a student for
so long." The first day of classes,
students could be heard
whispering "Who's that girl?
She's not our teacher. Look how
young she is!" But Ms. Knighton
insists that the closeness of age
between herself and her students
"doesn't really make me feel
uncomfortable." She shifted a
little in her chair. "I like to try to
think of myself as what I really
am. I'm a grad student and I'm
qualified to teach these classes."
She relaxed, shifted again in her
seat, "Actually, I'm getting a big
kick out of the reactions." She
smiled. The other night I was at
the library, just doing some
reading and I had on old jeans
and a sweatshirt. This student
just couldn't believe I was a
teacher here — 'Why' I asked
'Don't I look like a teacher?' "
She laughed.

Ms. Knighton has noticed a
change in the students and the
school since she was here only
three years ago. "They seem to
be more outspoken — in a lot of
ways . . which is good." She
emphasized. "There seems to be
more concern with diversity and
emphasis on making changes,
iinstead of concentrating on
staying the same like they used to
do." Jackie Knighton never
intended to teach. She's still
working
on
her
thesis,
"Downtown Revitalization," and
hopes for a career in some phase
of city planning. Her contract
here only lasts through this
semester, and she came into the
job kind of by accident. She
needed a job, and there was an
opening here in the sociology
department, "so I applied, and I
got it. Here I am." She's glad for
the opportunity — "teaching has
just opened up another door to
me." Ms. Knighton thinks that
it's necessary to try different
careers to really find the one best
suited for a person. She tends to
think the "Attitude of the Era" of
rushing into college, rushing out
of college into a job and rooting
yourself is unhealthy. "I don't see
any point in rushing into things.
That's not the way it has to be
done."

Pickwick Puppet
Theatre
The Pickwick Puppet Theatre,
widely known for combining
serious music with puppetry in
theatrical productions, will be
appearing in Jarman Auditorium
on February 22nd.
Since its founding in 1951 by
Larry Berthelson, the Pickwick
Puppet Theatre has performed a
variety of musical masterpieces.
Music critics regularly extend

The Pickwick Puppet Theatre's production of ARABIAN NIGHTS will be presented Feb. 22nd at
8:00 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.

ByGEREELYELL

Deli Hits Farmville

Oh, a deli restaurant!
Civilization has finally hit
< Farmville. As I leaped for joy,
visions from my younger years
breezed through my mind. The
delis of New York, with black and
white checkered linoleum floors
covered with sawdust. Those big
chrome and white formica
countertops, and salamis and
sausage hanging from the
ceiling. Loaves and loaves of
crusty rye, pumpernickle, black
|bread, ah yes . . .
Well, back to reality. RJ's
Garden Deli in the Southgate
{Shopping Center is a poor
1
imitation of those wonderful New

York institutions. Although the
menu has many of the familiar
items like Rubens and pastrami
and swiss, the idea of a quality
. deli stops there. With 18 sandwich
choices on the menu, there is no
mention of the classic "design
your own" sandwich. Perhaps
this would be too complicated for
the eight employees crunched
behind the ten foot counter.
The atmosphere is open,
spacious and very clean.
Although I miss the idea of a
noisy little hole-in-the-wall, RJ's
{has a pleasant environment.
Clean booths in sunny yellow and
imitation tiffany lamps abound.

The many hanging plants add to
the decor, but can never replace
the sawdust and salami,
The pleasant atmosphere can
lot make up for the quality of the
ood. My two companions and I
enthusiasticly ordered our
favorites, a Ruben, salami and
provolone, and what RJ's calls
the "Great Garden,"
a
vegetarian sandwich. "The
corned beef on the Ruben was the
toughest I have ever eaten," said
>ne companion. "It snapped back
when I tried to bite it!" I found
that on my sandwich the salami
(Continued on Page8,

praise to Pickwick for its
dramatic
action,
superb
choreography, and appreciation
and understanding of the music
presented in each production.
Longwood is fortunate to have
the Pickwick Puppet Theatre
performing Arabian Nights. The
show begins at 8:00 p.m. in
Jarman Auditorium. Admission
is free to all Longwood students.
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SPORTS
RECORD: 12-8

Men's Basketball

Upcoming games: Monday, St. Paul's (home);

Team And Individual Statistics (20 games)
Player

After a disappointing 6<M8 loss
to Liberty Baptist Tuesday in
Lynchburg, the Longwood men's
basketball team hosted St. Paul's
last night, and visits the
University
of
MarylandBaltimore County Saturday night
in games this week. The 12-8
Lancers face a trip to Atlantic
Christian
Monday
before
wrapping up the season with
home games against RandolphMacon and Phillips next week.
The Lancers, who have now
lost three of their last four
games, led 26-22 at halftime of
Tuesday's game at LBC, but fell
to a hot-shooting Flames team in
the second half. Jerome Kersey
and Lonnie Lewis scored 14
points each and guard Joe Remar
added 13 in the loss.
Saturday's foe, UMBC, has
never played Longwood in
basketball although the Lancers

played in Gino's Classic at UMBC
in 198041. The Retrievers will be
competing in the new MasonDixon Conference with Longwood
and four other schools next
season.
Co-captain Joe Remar ranks
among the top six in three
categories in the latest state
College Division statistics
rankings compiled by VASID,
Remar, Longwood's career
record holder in points, assists,
and steals, was fourth in field
goal percentage (59.6), fifth in
scoring (20.3) and sixth in assists
(5.3).
Junior forward Jerome Kersey
rated fourth in rebounding at 11.2
rebounds per game. Kersey, in
rebounding, and Remar in
scoring, have ranked among the
leaders in NCAA Div. II much of
the season.

Saturday, UMBC (away) 7;15

G

FG

PCT.

FT

PCT.

REB.

AVG.

F-D

A

TO

PTS.

AVG.

Joe Remar

20

167-280

.596

65-109

.596

50

2.5

40-1 103

60

399

19.9

Ron Orr

20

134-233

.575

56-97

.577

162

8.1

62-2

33

52

324

16.2

Jerome Kersey

20

120-214

.561

58-95

.610

220

11.0

71-6

65

65

298

14.9

Lonnie Levis

20

83-163

.50?

34-43

,809

45

2.3

37-2

24

43

200

10,0

John Weber

17

20-64

.313

20-24

.833

50

2.9

23-0

31

21

60

3.5

Mike Testa

20

24-51

.471

10-22

.455

27

1.4

56-4

48

47

58

2.9

9

**8-19

.421

6-9

.667

1

.1

3-Q

7

4

**23

2.6

19

9-19

.474

19-31

.613

9

,5

19-rO

20

17

37

1,9

Stan Hull

7

4-10

,400

7-10

.700

5

.7

3-0

3

5

15

2.1

Ray Vtttak

19

8-16

.500

6-13

.462

32

1.7

21-0

6

15

22

1.2

Adrian Armstrong

4

3-5

.600

2-5

,400

5

1.3

1-0

1

1

8

2.0

John Riisevlvan

3

0-2

.000

0-0

,-■,,,„

1

.3

1-0

0

2

0

r m-lw-

Bobby Carter
Frank Tennyson

Longwood Totals

20 580-1076

.539

283-457 .619

662

33,1 337-15 341 332 **1444

72.2

Opponent Totals

20 577-1196

,482

209-308 .679

628

31.4 393-13 337 328

68.3

*1366

Man of Peace

Lady Lancers
Host W & M
Longwood's
women's
basketball team, 7-13 after a 5843
loss at Randolph-Macon last
week host William & Mary today,
Guilford
Thursday
and
visits VCU Friday in a busy week
of hardcourt action.
The Lady Lancers were to have
played at Liberty Baptist
Saturday afternoon, but snow
forced postponement of the
contest. The game is tentatively
set for February 26 at 3:00 p.m. in
Lynchburg.
Longwood oulscored RandolphMacon 52-42 from the floor in
Tuesday's contest, but the Lady
Jackets made 16 of 28 free throws
to one of six for the Lady
Lancers. Coach Jane Miller,
however, blamed the loss on her
team's poor shooting from the
floor.
"We missed a lot of easy
shots," said Miller. "I don't

feel the game was lost at the free
throw line."
Senior Cindy Eckel moved
closer to the 1,000 point mark
with an 18-point, eight-rebound
performance. Eckel now has 977
points with six games left in the
season.
Sophomore Valerie Turner
continued her strong play with 16
points and 12 rebounds. The 5-10
eager is now averaging 6.1 points
and 5.4 rebounds. Soph Florence
Holmes continues to lead
Longwood in scoring (13.1) and
rebounding (6.5). Eckel is next at
9.3 ppg. while Robin Powell is
scoring 6.4 ppg to rank third.
Longwood will be hampered in
the William & Mary contest by
the absence of senior center
Karen Savarese who will miss at
least one game with an injured
hand.

Longwood Bookstore
cordially invites you to an

Autograph Party
to celebrate the publication of

The Foundations of
Conservative Thought
By
William R. Harbour

Wednesday, February 16, 1983
3:00-4:30 P.M.
in the Bookstore

disarmament "would create
instability and take us to war, if
of overlap (between them and it's not done properly." The
Americans). We have to explore Soviet government, he said in
those areas and find ways we can response to a question, should not
be trusted: "They're amoral."
interact as people."
"War today, even without Although the Soviet Union is
nuclear weapons, is not the war superior in the area of
of the past," he continued. "Since conventional weaponry, the U.S.
World War II, approximately 100 still has an edge in "general
million people have been killed in technology."
"But
the Soviets
are
aggression, armed conflict and
outspending
us
in
research,
political sugjugation."
and
He believes that unilateral development, testing
(Continued from Page4)

Bergen pointed out. "And they're
graduating more engineers than
we are. It's obvious the gap is
closing."
Since 1965, he said, the U.S. has
cut down the number of its
nuclear weapons by over 30
percent. And the megatonage of
our nuclear arsenal has been
reduced by slightly less than 40
percent.
"I would like the United States
(Continued on Page 7)

LONGWOOD LADY LANCER BASKETBALL STATISTICS

Record: 7-13

Upcom' Lng games: Tues ., William & Mary (home);

Thurs., Guilford (home);
Friday, at VCU C7:30)

TEAM AND INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS (2C games)
Player

G

FG

PCT.

FT

PCT.

REB.

AVG.

Florence Holmes

17

91-210

.433

40-50

.800

HI

Cindy Eckel

20

74-181

.409

37-69

.536

Robin Powell

20

44-145

.303

39-62

Valerie Turner

18

48-128

.375

Mariana Johnson

20

47-125

Bev Powell

13

Barbara DeGraff

F-D

A

TO

PTS

AVG.

6.5

53-2

28

46

222

13.1

94

4.7

33-1

25

53

185

9.3

.629

68

3.4

44-2

47

93

127

6.4

13-42

.309

98

5.4

35-1

22

21

109

6.1

.376

23-37

.622

91

4,6

41-2

10

36

117

5.9

27-59

.458

10-14

.714

40

3.1

17-0

3

15

64

4,9

20

39-107

.364

16-39

.410

95

4.8

41-1

9

11

94

4,7

Karen Savarese

20

34-103

.330

10-30

.333

47

2.4

39

10

39

78

3.9

Kim McConnell

20

20-86

.233

25-39

.641

48

2.4

36-1

31

62

65

3.3

Any Cook

15

16-45

.356

1-2

.500

11

.7

3-0

4

6

33

2.2

6

0-2

.000

0-3

.000

5

.8

2-0

0

2

0

—

Holly Hearne
Longwood Totals

20 440-1191

.369 214-387 .553

792

39.6 344-10 189

404

1094 54,7

Opponent Totals

20 490-1195

.410 224-332 .675

792

39,6 390-11 215

414

1204 60.2

TEAM REBOUNDS (included in totals) Longwood 84, Opponents 105.
DEAD BALL REBOUNDS (not included in totals) Longwood 79, Opponents 74.
STEALS - R. Powell 48, Holmes 35, McConnell 27, Turner 21, Eckel 21, Johnson 16,
DeGraff 10, Savarese 9, B. Powell 3, Cook 4. Longwood 196, Opponents 222.
BLOCKED SHOTS - DeCraff 16, Holmes 10, R. Powell 5, Turner 5, Savarese 5, B. Powell 3,
Eckel 3, McConnell 2, Johnson 1.
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SPORTS
Wrestlers Host W & L

Man of
Peace

The Longwood wrestlers will
cap off a winning season
Wednesday when the Generals
from Washington and Lee come
to Lancer Hall for a 7:30 match.
Currently 7-5-1, the Lancers are
ranked ninth in the State by the
second Virginia Collegiate
Coaches Wrestling Poll of the
season. Washington and Lee also
received votes in the poll, but was
not ranked.
In last week's action, Coach
Steve Nelson's squad tallied 39
points and took fourth in the
Capitol Collegiate Tournament
Tuesday at Howard University.
Dana Dunlap, a 167 pounder,
earned the highest Lancer
honors with a second place finish.
Another sophomore wrestler,
Steve Albeck, a 142 pounder,
received third place as did senior
Joe Bass, a 177 pounder.
Wrestling on an individual basis,
Longwood faced familiar foes
including Runner-up George
Washington and Champion
George Mason.
The Lancers will also face a

familiar opponent when they take
the mat Wednesday. Longwood
wrestled the Generals in the W
and L Tournament in Lexington
January 22 and will again expect
(Continued from Page6)
a big challenge.
"We'll have to really want this to cast its armament in a
match," said Nelson. "In order to defensive mode," he noted. "By
win we must wrestle with a great its character, it should imply no
first-strike...I want the President
deal of emotion and energy."
In the Generals tourney, to say that we would not use
Washington and Lee placed nuclear weapons first unless a
second behind Elon with 53.25 foreign power makes an overt
act,
either
points and Longwood scored 52.75 aggressive
conventional or nuclear."
points.
Dr. Bergen is cautiously
Wednesday night will be a
special occasion not only for the optimistic about the future. "I
Longwood wrestling team, but believe that Christ is really the
for Senior Joe Bass. Bass, who answer. He changed the world
came to Longwood via Chowan one time...I think either
Junior College, has seen the Christianity will spread, worldprogress of a 3-12 program in wise, or the world will blow
1980-61 to this year's winning (UP)."
Will we ever be rid of nuclear
squad. Nelson, who brought Bass
weapons?
to Longwood from Chowan, feels
"Yes, I think so, but I don't
the 177 pounder is the toughest in
know
what the birth pains will be.
his weight class in the state.
Bass,
currently 18-6,
is It won't be in my lifetime. Much
Longwood's top career grappler depends on the world situation.
Ultimately, it's up to you and I."
with a 46-22 mark.
l£NGWTJOD V7RESTLING REPORT
RESULTS AF OF FEBRUARY 1- :983

DOAL WET RESULTS

7-5-1

IONO»m) 34, Newport News Appren. 14
Longwood 8, VMI 38
LCNCWOT© 30, Elon 17
LONGWDOD 43, Lyndiburo 7
LIBERTY BAPTIST TOURWOTJT
Longwood 17, HAMPTON INSTITUTE 30
LONGWOOD 27, Newport News Appren, 21
Longwood 22, -leortje Mason 22
Longwood

T/TNO-DOD 37,
ITNCWTOD 48,
LTWT-rjOD 53,
Lonqwood 15,
lonqwood Q,

9, WILLIAM AND MARY 40

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS

Dual

Overall

Lynchburq 12
Lovola ?
Haroden-Svdnev 6
CEOPGE tfcSHWTrON 29
rrrwT. MASON 35

Lancer Gymnastics
ByJIMWINKLER
Despite the injuries and
illnesses which have plagued the
Longwood gymnastics team all
year, the Lancers earned their
second highest score of the
season (152.25). However, for the
third straight week the Lancers
efforts weren't enough to come
out on top, with William and
Mary earning a high score of
159.6.
Kelly Crepps was a standout
once again for Longwood, placing
first in vaulting (8.6), third in
beam (7.6), and second in allaround (31.55). Gray Stabley and
Dana Hankinson also performed
well for Longwood. Stabley
finished third on bars (7.85),

matching Longwood's best score
of the year which she received in
the
George
Washington
Invitational. Hankinson finished
second on the floor (8.45) and
third in vaulting (8.45). She
scored 7.45 on beam but did not
participate on bars. Competing in
just three events, Hankinson
scored 24.05.
Lisa Zuraw missed several
weeks of the season with a
shoulder injury, but recovered to
compete February 9 at Duke.
Last Monday she injured her
knee while working out. and will
miss the remainder of the season.
Longwood (8-8) travels to
Radford Saturday for the
Virginia State Meet.

Lancer Club
Drive Completed
The first organized personal
solicitation campaign of the
Longwood College Lancer Club
was completed recently with
excellent results. Thanks to the
efforts of 17 dedicated club
members, 60 businesses and
individuals have joined the
Lancer Club with $3,815 in
increases over last year and a
total of $5,685 in funds raised for
the Lancer Athletic Program.
Lancer Club President Tony
Perini, who served as chairman
of the solicitation campaign, was
extremely pleased with the
results. The club now has a
membership of 160.
"The Lancer Club has taken a
big step forward with the
successful completion of our
solicitation campaign," said
Perini. "We had an enthusiastic
group of workers and the
response from the community
was gratifying. It's good to know
that so many people recognize
the benefits to the community

that a solid athletic program can
generate."
The White team, captained by
Doug Martin, beat out the Blue
team, captained by Bob Burger,
Jr., in a friendly rivalry within
the campaign. The Blue team, led
by Stan Armstrong with $425 in
increases, raised $3,285 total and
$2,590 in increases. The White
team, led by Carolyn Wells with
$400 in inreases, raised $2,400
with $1,225 in increases. Fred
Hughes
received
special
recognition for being the hardest
worker in the campaign.

Tim Fitzgerald (118)

(6-5)

(12-10)

Vince Lee (118)

(0-5)

(1-7)

•Curtis vest (118)

(0-1)

(0-1)

•Kevin Fyfe (118)

(0-O)

(0-0)

•Mike Hackett (126)

(0-3)

(0-5)

Steve Kidwell (126)

(5-3)

(12-10)

Terry Rale (134)

(5-6)

(10-9)

Steve Albedc (142)

(8-4-1)

(17-8-1)

Chuck Carphell (150)

(9-3)

(13-7)

Bob Clark (150)

(0-1)

(0-1)

•Ross Anderson (150-158)

(1-0)

(1-0)

•David Dodd (150-158)

(5-1)

(5-2)

Carl Bird (158)

(0-0)

(0-0)

craig Diffe (158)

(0-1)

Dana Duilap (167)

UO-3)

(13-7)

Bass (177)

(11-2)

(18-6)

Mike O'Rare (177)

(3-3)

(4-7)

Mark Casstewens (190)

(2-3)

(3-7)

Keith Barnes (190)

(5-2)

(7-6)

CAROd WITH PVe«?V

♦John Ayoub (190-HW)

(1-5)

(2-7)

OV*U MON-TMWr.'nLOPM;FPli5AT.,TlL MIPNIfeHTT

JOB

•NOT COMPETING IN SECOND SEMESTER

White
team
members
included: Martin,Armstrong, Bill
Grogan, Kitty Hubbard, Prentice
Phelps, Carolyn Hodges, Rudy
Gearheart, Steve Teague, John
Berrong, Mike Andrews, Chuck
Dowdy and Llewellyn Watson.
Members of the Blue team were:
Burger, Wells, Hughes, Parker
Wheeler, Gene Watson and Tony
Perini.

SPECIAL- MOH.-TWUR. 3 COtsJ7AlMP% cC Yt>UK»

(0-1)

SUB5
F?K*|2'PlZZf.#3.eo

SALADS
'l& 16' PIZZA 4500

"~~*"nu' 392-5865 1«^
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Kiss Me Goodbye

Showcase
Gallery
The work of Longwood College
senior Dennis Cooper is featured
in the college's Showcase
Gallery, Lankford Reading
Rooms, through February 25.
Cooper has selected a variety
of work for his senior exhibition.
Included are zinc plate and
plexiglass etchings, pen-and-ink
drawings, oil and acrylic
paintings,
three
graphite
portraits, a woodcut and linoleum
cut, and photographs.

(Continued from Page 3)
into the extreme slapstick that
seems to have become the
fashion of late.

The film's cast presents a
mixture of good and bad. On the
good side is the supporting cast
fronted by Claire Trevor as
Kate's mother who provides the
perfect contrast to Rupert's
bungling. Also on the good side is
James Coan whose refreshing
and humorous character is truly
deserving of the name Jolly. The
bad side of the cast is occupied by
Beau Bridges and Sally Field.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bridges' acting is shallow and
Carmon Cooper, of Farmville fails to reach the obvious
potential of the character of
Rupert. Sally Field has yet to
return to the quality of acting she
displayed so well in "Norma
Rae." Her character seems
forced and insincere, and shows
once again that her future does
not rest in the area of comedy.
Together, Bridges and Fields are
an unlikely comic pair.

An art education major, Cooper
completed 10 weeks of student
teaching last semester at Prince
Edward County and RandolphHenry High Schools. He is
photographic technician for the
college's Public Affairs Office,
and his work has been included in
GYRE, Longwood's literary-art
magazine.

Three Sisters
to Open
at Longwood
Anton Checkov's Three Sisters
will be presented by the
Longwood Players February 1619 at Jarman Auditorium.
Directed by Dr. Patton Lockwood
and assistant Lisa Magill, the
play features a cast of nineteen

LED Sign
Misled
l Continued from Page 4)

lacks in casting is made up for by
its fresh approach to an old film
genre.
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Despite its flaws, "Kiss Me
LC students. Ginger Moss plays Goodbye" is a very entertaining
Olga Prozovov, while Khaki Stoll film. It takes a very stock, Neil
and Sherry Forbes play her two Simon-like situation and develops
sisters.
Regarded
by
Checkov,
^\oodmobileBloodmobileBloodmobile Blood mobileBloodmobileBloodmobileHloodmobileBloo^
typically, as a comedy, Three
k*
X?
Sisters revolves around the
Prozovov family and their
relations. The stage crews are
headed by Manager Lisa
Swockhammer and assistant
Anne Omohondro. All shows will
begin at 8 p.m.

NOTES
(Continued from Page 3)

public address system for a
Freshman meeting at the same
time, the display sign was right
over the speakers head busiily
flashing it's assigned messages.
The sign's costs have already
been discussed but the P.A. was
already existing and basically
free.
As for the dining hall, another
administration goal has been
met. Of course, the food still
stinks but the place does look
nice. The display sign is much
more attractive than the banners
and ihey even conned somebody
in to painting something blue. Is
it worth It?

it into an above average plot. The
humor is of a high quality and
rarely becomes stagnant. What it

I
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put it on until there is a party, and
BAM!, watch the room explode!
The Cats are everything the
word "jam" is meant ot be
(except jelly). The Cats could
hold their own against any RAB
band. 50's music may nat seem
hard to play, but there is some
damn good guitar playing by
head Cat Brian Setzer. Not only
do these guys have a new
"angle", but they are talented.
Mucho talented.
If the Rockabilly fad sticks
around, you can bet we'll hear
more from the Stray Cats. They
have definately got Cat Class!
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Deli Hits Farmville
(Continued from Page 5)
was too greasy and had no flavor.
At $2 for a regular sandwich
(more for a super), I didn't find a
bargain anywhere under the
cheese and lettuce piled on what I
figured out to be a rye "sub roll."
What happened to the crusty rye
that took forever to chew? These
rolls were soft enough for the
grandmother who forgot her
dentures in the bathroom glass.
But then I must remember that
Farmville is a bit behind on the
deli scene.
My other companion found that
the vegetarian sandwich was

rather good, except that they
forgot to include the alpha
sprouts on the sandwich. But then
how can you go wrong with
vegetables? They are all the
same in Farmville, Chicago, New
York or Des Moines.
RJ's Garden Deli is an
unexpected change from the
already too crowded pizza scene
but as a quality deli it just doesn't
rate very high. Maybe the dozen
or so flavors of hand dipped ice
cream will attract some
customers. The sandwiches
won't.

Have a Heart
Give Blood
!
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